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TAHITIAN EVENING 

Tiahu runs 
wi 1 d and naked 
through green leaves 
laden with 

sweat 

He advances with speed 
towards the center 
of the island 
where Maliwa awaits 
at the stoop of 
the thatched roof hut. 

The last rays 
of afternoon sun 
fade overhead 
as she contemplates 
the days• catch of fish 
he will bring her 

to cook. 

Smoke rises 
from the recently prepared fire 
and the scent mingles 
with the stale sweet 
smell of the 

papaya. 

Dusk encloses 
and clings 
to fresh foot prints 
in the cool 

dark 
mud. 

Naney Nolt.ton '77 
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THE CURATOR 

Anger is best kept in boxes 
Large, heavy, oaken 
With padlocks that cannot burst. 

Loosely tied sacks 
Are for hurt. 
Pain, defining its own shape, 
Slowly escapes through the burlap grain. 

Losses are poured into one swirling vat, 
Each new one stirred with 
Every one once suffered and 
Every one yet to be endured. 

But how to contain love? 
Something airtight 
So microphil ia cannot escape 
To infect the heart and brain. 
Transparent---
Then it can be scrutinized 
From afar 
Like a burning sapphire 
In its glassy display. 
Watertight---
So tears cannot seep through. 

Boxes and jars, sacks and bags, 
The crumbling clutter of my soul. 
Somewhere in there I toi 1 my way. 
Someone must sort, catalog, innoculate. 
1 487 A vintage year for fear, 
Its bitter taste still fresh 
Decades later. 

But whe re to s tore love? 
Expose only its quive ring surface to 1 ight 
And its depths can remain unknown. 



Suspend it in magnetic fields 
So it cannot spin its secret dendrites 
To pain the body. 

Boxes and bags, jars and sacks, 
The work wearies me 
But my efficiency grows. 
Now at night I can walk alone 
Through corridors off of corridors 
Viewing my collections of vessels 
Tenderly touching them, catching their sparks. 

Undi stu rbed. 

TO PAT IN NANTUCKET 

In July's sun 
following an afternoon gastronomical gorge, 
What was more expected than 
a slow stretching out on the humming earth 
to watch, with unprecedented curiosity 
an anthill 's activity. 
While bumblebees bathed in the heat 
of lazy yellow flowers 
and waves, giggling drunk, scuttled along the shore. 

Ann Pe.op.tu '79 
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GENESIS 

The night before the world 
began to putrefy, 
that first night of clarity 
and soft fragrances, 
my pieces were there, 
my self was part 
of the cleanliness 
and my blood coursed in 
with the blood of the world; 
my 1 ife was in each drop 
of foam and in each salty 
breath of the first waves, 
and my hands entwined 
in the fragrant vine leaves, 
lushly and smoothly new, 
as my voice sang with 
the first murmurings 
bubbling newly from a spring. 
It was greater than a before 
and more excruciatingly now, 
as before the first light 
to break the first day 
there quivered an exactness 
and fineness of outline 
now only felt in a breath 
of wind just in from the sea. 

Lynn JacfUion '77 



leap in 1 

with his two hands 
he hanvnered in pegs 

that held the raft 

wooden planks were 
together. 

sliced from the trees 

the riva 
ca 11 in 1 

next to the back 
porch. 

beckons him to her banks 
whistlin' through the 

slush he nears 
mud wet 

happy today 
the mississippi 

nope it's not may 
but sun shiny 

and yella 

with mumma. 1 i ke sunvna 

stark rays call his name 
hearin' he drifts 

1 ike a ki ddy to the city 

buildin' his body 
with sky-scraper-soul 

raft he's in his 

sail in' with self-satisfaction . 

Ba1tba1ta. A. Bejo,i,.a.n '77 
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TAN 

She brought him greens 
fat tangled roots wildly drunk in water, 
to placate his tan room. 
Which is where, "A simple color," she said . 
11Wh i te pl us brown make tan, 
and tan always needs just one other color." 
She abruptly set herself down. 

No color so simple fought so completely 
with itself--
as if every combination worked, 
for a time, and then tired . 
Or that none ever quite did. 

He stares dully, now, toying with midnight, 
fingering each second of the evening instead of her. 
He hardly notices she has gone. 
He methodically pins erasures to his tan note board, 
careful not to pierce the centers with red tacks. 

The side of each square he makes are perfect rows. 
The corners, out of boredom, course up or down. 
The red squares are different sizes, covering the board· 
None connect. 
He is very thorough and neat. 

She had bled 
a crazy, empty red. 
Far from perfect, she ran the colors 
together. 
Her greens die quickly without sun 
without water without her. 
They blend absurdly into the walls. 

A6 htey Sweeney ' 7 9 
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SPIRAL 

I can begin with the circle 
and cut the page with scissors 
leaving the first mark 
of my pen. 
This would be the child 
that covered her breasts with a pillow 
looking for sounds to hide behind 
and each circle growing would 
be a year 
and her body would follow its curve 
like a wave 
turning under and up again. 

Van.a. Ogden '77 

EATING GRAPES - for Nancy 

I'm having a conversation while eating grapes. 
sucking the meat from the fruit i pull from it 

a t~te-a-tete 
words spitting out 
. while pits hit the ground--
'.n.my mouth the juicy bits of conversation halt. 
1 inhale the tasteful topic 

of the bunch 

swallowing each 
piece 

wait anxiously for the next morsel 
of news. 

Ba.1tbaJu1 A. Bejo-<..a.n '77 
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POEM WITH NO TITLE 

I met a man who looked like Christ 
Upon his cloak a strange device
Bloody footprints, a waxing moon 
Shadowing some foreign runes 
His hair was long and curling gold 
He wore no shoes against the cold 
Walking on past shop and inn 
Towards the mountain looming grim 
And I, most curious, followed him. 
Towards the mountain strode we two 
Where we went he only knew 
The snow was deep and still unsoiled 
As in his path I upward toiled 
At last we reached the mountains height 
Where the sun had left some light 
We stood together in the snow 
Gazing down at the dark below 
I looked in vain for nought to see 
Then my companion turned to me 
His silent smile was fair and wise 
As though the world was there comprised 
I stood struck with awe and fear 
The man beside me disappeared 
God or demon, I do not know 
The growing dark still stirred below 
In the clouds I saw dark runes 
Shadowed by the waxing moon 
There were bloody footprints in the snow. 
Met a man who looked like Christ 
Upon his cloak a strange device-

Ma.x Vowd '79 
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GROWING PAINS 

Monica leaned her elbows on her towel and 
stretched. She lazily opened one eye and looked 
at her legs. They were long, and brown from the 
sun. She had been in the sun often this summer, 
as her father had rented a small yacht for the 
family vacation, and the only time Monica could 
be alone was when she sat on the deck. Her mother 
was in the cabin dying of leukemia, and her father 
spent the days on the rowboat sticking hooks into 
worms and worms into hooks, and coming home empty 
handed, reeking of calamine lotion and bait. 

The days were long on the deck, when the sun 
beat red, 1 ike a heart, palpitating. The boat 
slid, snake-like across the blueness that was the 
ocean, pausing uncertainly before sliding over the 
dainty crests of the waves. And her mother stayed 
in the cabin waiting for white blood cells to 
swallow red; she waited patiently, reading smutty 
novels with the corners of pages turned stickily 
downward, smelling sweet, like the bottle of 
Scotch, half empty, which stood precariously on 
the edge of the night table. Sometimes she called 
weakly to her daughter for ice, but Monica pre
tended not to hear. 

When they stopped at a harbor on the Cape, 
Monica's father bought her a cat, a yellow one 
with yellow stripes. The cat, so aloof, fasc inated 
Monica, who tried hard to pretend that she didn't 
notice when the animal preferred the cabin to the 
deck during the daytime. The cat liked the extra 
bait that Monica's father brought home after he had 
been fishing. He probably would have 1 ike fish to~ 
but Monica's father never caught anything. 

14 



The night that Monica's father bought her the 
cat, he told her that her mother would die soon. 
She was not well. His eyes were shiny when he spoke 
and he fidgeted with his collar looking uncomfort
able without his usual tie. Monica had never seen 
her father not wearing a tie before this su~r. He 
was very small without a tie. And thin. He told 
Monica that he wanted the family to be together this 
summer, probably her mother's last. They all needed 
each other now, he said, they needed to be close. 
The next day he went fishing again. Alone. The cat 
stayed in the cabin. Monica's legs turned browner. 

One day Monica's mother got dressed and the 
family went to dinner in a town. The boys who were 
Monica's age stared at her long brown legs, and 
talked loudly among themselves. Some of the boys 
Pushed at each other, and attracted the attention of 
Monica's parents, who smiled weakly. Thin smiles. 
Perhaps Monica and her father could come back here 
next summer. Perhaps. 

The red sun drank in the whiteness of the deck. 
The air was sticky and hot, 1 ike blood. Monica lay 
on her towel 1 istening to her radio. The red sun 
Pum~ed pink heat into her face, and drops of perspi
ration beaded her upper lip. Her big toe twitched 
~estlessly. The cat was beside her, suddenly, gl id
ing furrily up her leg, his cold nose probing, 
curious. This was his first time outside the cabin. 
Monica looked down at him. The cat stayed on the 
deck with Monica after that, wandering, brooding in 
the shade. He would have been more comfortable in 
the cabin, but strangely he seemed to have a sudden 
aversion to the room whe~e Monica's mother still w • • 
aited, 1n her world of witch hazel and Chanel. 

Three days later Monica's mother died. It was 
sooner than anyone had expected, and a great blow to 
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Monica's father, who seemed suddenly not to realize 
that his wife had been il 1 at all. He did find 
strength, however, to make arrangements to have his 
wife taken back to her hometown, where he and 
Monica would sail, meeting the rest of the family. 
The boat swam, respectfully quiet, along the shore
line. Monica, for the first time, moved from the 
sweltering heat into the cabin, where the air hung 
still, in a shroud of silence. The cat, who had 
remained close to Monica for several days before 
her mother's death, seemed to no longer recognize 
her, and refused to venture near the cabin, even 
at night. Monica, worried, tiptoed up the stairs 
every evening in the darkness to see that the cat 
was safe. He was always there, purring softly 
into the heavy air. 

The day they were to arrive at home, Monica 
stayed in the cabin packing her bathing suits and 
her father's toilet articles into waiting suit
cases. Her mother's nightdress hung conspicuously 
in the closet, and Monica pulled it from the 
hanger, and folded it on the bed. The closet 
looked softer, somehow, but Monica found nowhere 
to put the satin slip, so she helplessly unfolded 
it, and put it back on the hanger, smoothing the 
shoulders. 

The sun shone bringtly on the deck, and 
Monica's eyes narrowed as she climbed the stairs. 
Her father stood weakly behing the wheel, which 
moved his hand as it headed the boat shoreward. 
The cat stood at the rear of the boat , alone, 
watching the horizon fade. As Monica walked 
toward her p~t, her father seemed to suddenly 
awaken, and swerved to avoid a red flag warning 
of rocks. Monica clawed at the edge of the boat 
to regain her balance, bit her 1 ip, and looked 
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at her father. He had released the wheel 
Pressed his temples with clenched fists. 
Were tears in his eyes. 

and 
There 

It was then that she realized that the cat had 
fallen from the boat. 

With a cry, she flew to the stern, and slashed 
at the water with her fists screaming "Stop! Stop! 
Stop the boat!" 

Her father, turning slowly, stared dumbly as if 
in a dream. He did not realize what Monica was 
saying . His face was pale, and soft like glue in 
contrast to Monica's, which was purple with sun, and 
fear, and rage. He cut the engine, and everything 
was st i 11. 

It took them several minutes to find the body, 
which floated gently in a pool of water rainbowed 
by oil. The fur was slimy when Monica held it to 
~er, and the cat seemed no longer independent, but 
warfed, somehow, by the ocean which drank life from 

the warm body. The cat was gone, her mother was gone. 
And now the tears came. 

Ca11.olyn Coo~e '80 
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(mystery) 

(energy) 

(abundance) 

(danger) 

(extinct) 

(mine) 

you are 

shadow 

running fast my 

cup over-

flowing a 

wild snorting 

horse or bu 11 

wounded*by 

silences and near-

glances across 1 ibraries 

galleries and tight halls that 

are emptied only by 

you even in a crowd 

of winter pale faces 

you are not. 

*from 11 
•••• The 6:55 Eastbound" by Robert Dana 

M.J. cumrru:.ng~ '78 



un poene 

I. lesquestions 
je me demande 
que 1 quefo is 
si cette vie est celle que je d~sire 
si les mots que j 1 ecris 

sont ceux que je voudrais dire. 
je demande ~ mon Dieu 
s 1 il m1 ecoute toujours 
s• il croit que j'en ai peur. 

o~ sont Jes r~sponses7 
je ne sais pas. 
je me demande 
mais la nuit me repond avec la silence 

et je suis seule. 

I I • 1 a r~ponse 
en attendant, 
chante-moi les mots d 1 amour 
demande-moi 
la r~ponse de toutes questions 
et je te dirai 

que le monde est pour nous 
que les ~toiles sont pour nous 

et le demain est loin d 1 ici .... 
a pres ce nu it. 

Jo Van Pe.lt '79 
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CIRCLES 

Each morning we go out 

the sma11 boys and 

escaping 'co-operative' confusion 

of too many mothers. 

We walk a circle 

of our block-

past houses and yards 

now fami 1 iar; 

made forlorn by season's neglect 

and our exuberance. 

We stop once-

in front of Kelly's Funeral Home, 

guarded 1 ike the Magic Tinder Box 

by a dog whose 'mill wheel I eyes 

and blatant barking add to our joy. 

Defiantly the boys chant up at its windows, 

"Hey all you in there, 

come on out, 

with your hands up! 

Do you hear me? hear me? hear me? 11 

Sh,uri.ey Bttown LeonaJtd 



FOR ALL THE POEM IS WORTH 

The poem 
Coos 
Soft words 
Across waiting pages 
While the rest of the world 
F 1 a i l s i ts arms 
And screams silently. 
The poem smiles 
An articulate smile 
While 
Children dream 
Of raw fish and damp rice (unaware of candied apples) 
Stomachs blown up 
like balloons 
In Biafra. 
While 
A bald banker 
With glasses 
Strangles 
A Pink-1 ipped prostitute 
In a dim motel 
Because he is frustrated due to improper toilet 
Training. 
While 
A skinny boy 
In the suburbs 
Pelts rocks at a kitten so that he can learn to be 
Mean. Like his friends. 
And the poem watches, looking in. 

Ca1tolyn Coo~e '80 
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while watching 

the sun stretch itself across the sky 

I have been placing each of my years 

in the order in which they should have occurred 

I have wanted to be like the insides of trees 

unrolling my muscles in circles 

Before the shedding of this surmier's skin 

want to tell you that 

have measured the distance of my visions 

and tried to grow between them 

I have become the thin skin of stars 

tried to put on wings 

loosen my veins 

lengthen my hair as if 

I were really in control 

Je.a.nne FoJLte '77 
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FOR BRIAN JONES- DRAFT FIVE IN AN ENDLESS SERIES 

There is 

an almost constant rain of scarlet leaves 

all the bees have died, the wild geese sit weeping 

by the shrinking pool. 

spent two hours today 

seeking your ghost in the library 

you were not there. 

There was only a scattering of 

photographs, and no echoes 

of your flute, 

or your guitar. 

Grave-faced golden Brian . .. 

You were too easily broken, 

having never learned to bend, you 

shattered down the scar traced 

by the I Ching. 

Brian-

we who you never saw 

we who are you 

we seek you 

In 

an almost constant rain of scarlet tears. 

Max. Vowd '79 



MOTHER PELTZ 

Your birth was so long ago 

that I think you find it easier 

to go towards your death-

to end, rather than begin, 

because to begin again 

would be 1 ike a mistake made twice. 

hold your hand 

a quilt of blue veins under skin, 

the color of a book too often read or 

laid aside. 

You stare at me from behind 

the blue watercolor of your eyes, 

desperately groping for a name, a place, 

some word I would understand for you. 

You ask me questions, merging all your syllables 

hoping dispiritly that my voice will reflect yours. 

Frantic, you order me to wheel you faster through 

endless corridors stinking of old age, 

hurrying me becuase you fear you will be late 

for the train you keep asking if you 1 ve missed. 

Ma.ltjo~y St. John '79 
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THAT 

I hide it so well 

in the darkest corner of my cookie cupboard. 

It glints in the blackness when I reach for sweets. 

I reach in, 

And pull it out by mistake sometimes. 

The seal is weak, and it leaks out all over my hands 

And clothes, 

Tar and ant's entrails and all muck sticky . 

I peel and pull it from me in lumps 

Slopping it back into the jar 

Hiding it back again 

in the darkest corner of my cookie cupboard. 

But I cannot forget it is there 

It glints in the blackness when I reach for sweets. 

Lue,ln.da. T-lajolo66 '79 
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MANY PIECES 

My house has fallen. 
A 11 in pi eces . 

Where once doors opened 
shattered glass remains 

wallpaper 
and the wood is drawing'itself 

out of coated paint. 

There is nothing there 
hidden 

where it cannot be found 
in corners 

among corners 
(That need straightening) 

Lu.c.y Gu.Vtn.6 ey ' 7 7 

I AM NOT THE ANCIENT MARINER 

we have travelled far, 
this sea bird and (, 
in time 
in distance. 
too long, perhaps, 
too far. 

for jesse 

now we are companions of a different sort -
the corpse and the cursed. 
albatross, 
would that you could 
spread wings on the wind in flight 
and leave me 

free. 

Jo Va.n PeLt '79 
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THE MAGIC KINGDOM 

Paul Hardy had to escape. He was 1 iving in a 
Jello mold, wiggling around if something picked him 
up, but never really getting out. He was young and 
good-looking, save an uncanny resemblance to Davey 
Jones. He woke every morning at seven and slipped 
into his slippers that had been put to rest at the 
right side of the twin bed. They were the kind that 
dipped at the ankle bone that he'd worn since the 
time he was able to fit into men's sizes. He'd ease 
on into the kitchen before brushing his teeth and 
sit at his seat at the breakfast table. In front 
of him was a Lazy-Susan filled with every kind of 
condiment. Some of jars were empty and had been 
there for the past month in the same condition. 
They had never been changed because they were never 
noticed. No one used them that much and as long as 
everyone had their special kind of relish on hand, 
no one cared about the ugliness of those sticky jars. 

Mother stood at the stove. She wore a robe and 
a nightgown with the hem of the gown always longer 
than that of the robe. Her hair had not yet been 
pulled back and her teeth were unbrushed like her 
son's. They brushed after every meal, not before. 
She threw the eggs on the griddle haphazardly, ask
ing everyone what they wanted first, but making 
scrambled if one of the eggs broke. She was a fan, 
a contestant on a greedy grabby show, an I Love 
Lucy worshiper. It was Babbitt's house revisted, 
where they'd make love to the washing machine while 
caressing the refrigerator. Father would wear 
galoshes when there was rain in sight and they'd 
make love every Wednesday unless they'd gone to the 
movies that night. They read the Newspaper and 
thought they were in a control position since this 
was a democracy. They cried for Nixon as he 1 icked 
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his wounds and they cursed him when he didn't pay 
income tax. 

Paul was different from his parents. He knew 
there was more to 1 ife than what you saw on the 
boob tube the same way he knew there was more to 
food than the Big Mac. He yearned for the lives of 
Charles Lindbergh, Robert Redford and Auntie Mame. 
He was an escapist, reading wherever he had the 
chance, although considering Jacqueline Susann 
great and Hemingway on the dull side. For him the 
book had to have sex every fifth page and violence 
every third to be considered above average. He was 
that cat on the hot tin roof, dying to get off, but 
too scared to jump. Something had to break and it 
had to break fast. 

And then It happened--he was Mickey Mouse, King 
of the Kingdom, the Magic Kingdom. Every day at two 
and five, he'd be at the head of the parade down 
Main Street U.S.A. As with most American people, 
Disney had proved an escape and Paul, the Cheerio, 
Mallowmar kid was on top of it all. It's hard to 
say why he was picked for the job out of the thou
sands that applied, but that's not really important. 
The important part was that it was his name that 
Was in the locker underneath the vast magnet that 
drew people from all walks of life to come and see 
and spend. He fit the costume well and didn't get 
scared when he was told it was a hundred degrees 
underneath the heavy Mouse Head. He was a word in 
the dictionary and when people said "Stop Mickey 
Mo~sing around" they were talking about him. The 
children would follow him no matter where he went. 
Once a 1 ittle girl followed him into the men's room 
and he had to escort her out. He fantasized about 
how proud she'd be when she went back home and told 
all her friends that she'd been led from the john 
by none other than Mickey Mouse. He loved to look 
at the post cards, sold throughout the land, of him 
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with his good friends Dopey and Donald. He was 
being mailed all over the world and he loved it. 
He loved the magic flash cubes being clicked off 
in his face and the mothers talking about how cute 
their child looked as he or she stood next to him. 
He was Santa and the Good Fairy all rolled into one. 

Every morning he'd dress for the day and become 
the King of all mice with a queen in a miniskirt and 
high-heeled Mary Janes. When he looked up and saw 
that peacock blue castle with the King Arthur win
dows--he was superman. He'd wave his spanky clean 
white gloves at all his subjects as he rode by on 
the red mini fire engine. He became a politician, 
shaking hands and making friends with all the losers, 
those people that came to forget the taller boy in 
the class or the 1 ittle girl that got the Wetsy 
Betsy doll before she did. And there were the 
parents, too, trying to squeeze into the kodak shot 
who had left behind the office and the sales forms. 
There was no subway with newspapers folded in 
quarters here. If there was a cloud ten, he'd 
found it and was fluffing up a permanent seat for 
himself. That long sought after Rabbit hole that 
had once captured Alice was his. The Mad Hatter 
came to his tea party and the pocket watch had 
stopped ticking. He was never going to be late 
because he was already there. 

Every day went by without any trauma or event 
to shatter the earth. There were billions who 
didn't know he was king, but that didn't matter. 
Once inside his kingdom all was calm. If Orson 
Welles had given another radio broadcast of the War 
of the Worlds, he wouldn't have heard it. Here 
Disney was in charge. Once the Polyester tight 
grip tire passed through the gate there was no 
use trying to adjust the knobs on the radio. Disney 
took over and there was no going back. He ceased 
to think about the Lazy-Susan or the loose scrambled 
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eggs. It didn't matter what happened to the Fonz 
the following week. He had his own identity now 
and the others would have to get along without him. 

Life went on smoothly until one day, a Friday 
he woke up from his dream. A brown-eyed boy was 
dragged over to him by his father with a polatoid 
spotmatic around his wrist. He stood in front of 
the line, pushing all the other camera bugs away, 
"C ome on, buddy, why don't you give us a break." 
H7 was slipped five bucks in his left hand and his 
right placed around the boy's shoulder. "The kid's 
been on line for everything, you know what I mean, 
he's getting antsy. All we need is one good picture 
for the Grandfolks and then we can get the hell out 
of this dump." The kid was screaming "I don't want 
to. 1 'd rather eat shit." Paul couldn't face it. 
Stunned he waved the spanky clean glove and posed 
for the picture. "Hi, son, I'm Mickey Mouse." He 
had repeated the same line so many times it was 1 ike 
giving your name, rank, and serial number in the 
army. Everyone knew he was Mickey Mouse but then 
everyone also knows that Johnny Carson is coming out 
before Ed says "and Here's Johnny." The kid looked 
at him and laughed, '~ho are you kidding, you're 
some poor slob they hired off the street to wear 
that silly costume in this heat." Paul took his arm 
~~ay and walked off. He no longer stepped like a 
Jive nigger out on Saturday night. His feet were 
heavy and he was sweating under his plexiglass face. 
He looked around and didn't see the Kingdom. A 
cloud had dome covering only him, haunting him where
ever he looked. He began to notice the sani-flush 
blue in all the toilet bowls and the vacuum cleaners 
moving the candy wrappers from one place to the next. 
~e Was in jail, looking out of candy striped bars, 

u~ locked in all the same . The polyester leisure 
7Uits became a uniform and the white stitching the 
insignia for rank. Every snot-nosed kid had dirty 
fingernails and every mother had midriff bulge and 
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varicose veins showing from the bermuda shorts. The 
fat ladies wore the clothes too tight and he saw the 
crotch line in dark black creases. Everyone had 
underarm stains and the ones that didn't weren't 
wearing shirts. He saw the youths dying to ride 
the skyway so they could light up their joints 
before they got to fantasy land, just in time to 
have a wild trip on the submarine. He saw the 
little five year olds drip their ice cream on their 
mothers' sandaled feet and get a slap across the 
face and a wack on the backside. He noticed the 
complaints, the grumblings, "We've been here for 
years. These people rob you blind with the price 
of tickets and have the nerve to expect you to 
wait on line with every other Joe Shmo from Detroit. 

He tried to go away, to find the Magic once 
again, but failed. He was being slapped in the 
face with conformity. People were eating by num
ber and drinking plastic grapes. They would litter 
and look behind to see if anyone was looking and if 
there was no one they would do it again. He saw 
dowdy looking mothers with even dowdier looking 
daughters. If the father wore a budwe i ser hat, so 
did the two lanky sons and if the mother wore a 
I ittle halter top, so did her equally overweight 
daughters. It was an odious sight, so technicolor 
and real. He longed for the slippers with the 
slit at the side and the Lazy-Susan with the empty 
jars of Welch's. His eyes could focus on nothing 
but the design with nature, with the cement and wire 
nature, put together by some of the 9% that were 
once frequenting the unemployment Jines with their 
baloney and pickle sandwiches. He looked at the 
flying elephants and the twisting tea cups and 
could no longer smile. As he walked down Main 
Street he saw only the con games and the slippery 
ways of making money. Money dirtied the registers 
ringing up every five dollar profit like labeling 
a bargain basement sale. He didn't hear laughter, 
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but heard only the bitching and moaning, the sar
castic rude remarks as people slothfully wallowed 
tht ·ough their own filthy slop. 

That night, after the parade and the fireworks, 
he Went back to his locker with his name on it and 
ripped off the Black ears and the red shorts . , He 
threw them in the locker and left through the back 
way. That way he wouldn't have to see his castle 
~g~in. It was no longer the home of happiness , the 
•c1ng on the cake, the prize in the cereal box. It 
had become a white and blue stucco bastille with 
Marie Antoinette's head out the window. He got on 
a train and rode back to Smallville U.S.A. Sat in 
front of the Television and watched the test pattern~ 
He Propped his feet up on the table and waited for 
his mother to serve the coffee from the free pot 
they'd won at Friendly's. 

He went back to reading dime novels and drinking 
beer from a can and watching television starting at 
nine in the morning with the reruns of the Barbara 
W~lter's Show. He went back to picking his toe nail 
1 •ke everyone else in America and even went out and 
bought a ticket to the Jersey State lottery. He 
dreams of winning the Datsun B210 in sixty seconds 
~nd being called by WPLJ for the secret number. Once 
•n a while he'll look up to the black ears he had, 
but he never really remembers having been the King 
of the Magic Kingdom. 

wa. Gl[.e.e.ne. ' 7 7 
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HUNTING SEASON 

There is a light snow 
good for tracking, 
and in the woods 
the cold air is pulled tight to the ground, 
each step crackles last years branches. 
These men with footsteps wear caps 
assigning points for each ring on the antler, 
Seventeen point buck. 

This buck hangs by his hind legs 
in your garage. 
His belly is cut and inside 
are cold shapes 
red and unaccustomed to air. 

Va.na. Ogden '77 
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HAIR WASHED WITH ANGUISH 

The brush leaves tracks in the hair 
As mechanical hand pulls it through 
Separating the strands. 

Beyond the shuttling form and glazed eyes in the mirror 
There is a being, 

me. 

The strands come alive as I perceive 
Each as a different person. 

They are people I know and 
People I don't know but would know . 

The people I know are lost and 
all the people I don't know are 
lost for the same reason the people 
I know are lost even though I 
don't know the people I don't know . 

Indeed, 

I am lost 

w· . 1th1n the glass eyes and well-oiled motion of hand. 

Luc.,i.nda. T-<-ajol o66 '79 
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THE COUNTRY CLUB 

They swarmed in droves to the Country Club 
On Saturday 
Painted Wellesley women dressed in 
Talbot's skirts, Lilli prints, loafers, 
Vogue coiffures 
The stuffed-shirted men in Brooks' 
Madras, alligators, Gucci 
In foreign cars bought second hand 
Appearing new 
They arrived at twelve o'clock for luncheon 
And sat in the Chippendale dining room 
Ordering skimpy salads, cottage cheese, iced tea 
Their Scotch and chocolate, librium and oreos 
In silent padlocked cabinets at home 
The men conferring on the Dow Jones 
The Journal, the latest 1 iason 
Of their simple minded children 
Away at Choate, Farmington, Princeton 
Wearing the family crest 
Like a neon billboard 

The women chatted airily 
About the Deeper Meanings: 
The next prominent social gathering 
(At the Club, of course) and of 
Tennis elbow and diets and Obvious men 
And Fifth Avenue advertisements 
Although their checks had bounced 
With insecure whispers of "The Black Family" 
Who bought the big white house 
"Whoever could have been the realtor? 11 

And isn't Barnard becoming a bit 
Bohemian? 
Within the sweet velvet hum 
Of the affluent mirage 
Enmeshed upon a black and white hyperbola 
The pawns gossipped emptily 
Talking alot 
Saying nothing 
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Luncheon ends at three 
And it is time for a swim 
And drinks by the kidney shaped pool 
The women in their one piece suits 
Chic sardines with sagging flesh 
The men sitting 1 ike pregnant peacocks 
With backganmon boards and 
Manicured feet which altered 
The payment of the light bills 

Admist this scene a player asks 
11 1 wonder what the poor are doing today?" 
An unsignaled cue, a throwaway line 
left unanswered 
The subject of membership arises 
The O'Neills are impending members 
Into this exclusive facade 
Yet they have lace curtains in their 
Windows ... . 
And the conversation moves on 
The Thompsons are young and waspish 
He went to Yale and works for Morgan Guaranty 
She's on the P.T.A. 
"Aren't they rather 1 iberal711 

11 I be 1 i eve she sews her ward robe" 
Ah, but those are just rumors 
The Thompsons will receive 
A hemlock scented invitation 
Into this elite madness 

At six o'clock it is time to depart 
It is Saturday night 
In foreign cars they climb 
With knowledge of later rendezvous 
Down the driveway 
Past the wrought iron gates 
The mannequins continue the pantomime 
Through the stifling ant farm streets 
"How dreadful to go slumming!" 
Back to their sheltered havens 
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Through embellished Maginot Lines 
Retreating to Westport, Greenwich 
Rivers Oaks, La Jolla, Barrington, 
Scarsdale( there are exceptions) 
Swiftly wading back into the mired 
Cocoon of aristocratic insanity 
Society 1 s ignorant sponges 
Who soak up all, and return nothing 
But social castes, material causes 
Will return next Saturday 
Every Saturday 
A string of garnished paper dolls 
Upon chipped plates of beef wellington 
Drowning in the gravy of the carbon copy 
Which congeals at 
The Country Club 

Moonshine 1 s daughter 
Laughed at water 
Spoke of things the bottle taught her 
Moonshine's daughter 

Moonshine's daisy 
Smi 1 e so hazy 
All the men in town are crazy, 'bout 
Moonshine's daisy 

Moonshine's child 
Bo 1 d and w i 1 d 
Liked her whiskey smooth and styled 
Moonshine's child 

Moonshine's sister 
Used to whisper, 
"Have you got a dollar Mister?" 
Moonshine's sister 

Jenn,le. W!Ught '80 
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ASKING TO BE RECOVERED 

I Will sleep with words tonight 

gathering the alphabet 

I'll skip through the A'a and Z's 

I will dance with my dreams tonight 

and in them I shall be queen of the capital 

and goddess of the co111T1a 

I will wind up my bones tonight 

tripping through a forest 

of dangling modifyers 

We Will rest with our thoughts tonight 

becoming endless dictionaries 

we will hurl ourselves at the world's feet 

asking to be recovered 

Johann.a. Young '80 
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FOR CORA 
DEFINITION: 

silence (si lens), n. the hole in a reflecting surface, 

Mair.Jo~~ St. John '79 
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS 

The sky is frosted in icy rose 
And the trees are like arthritic 
Claws reaching out to scrape the 
Frozen clouds as they hang suspended 
The funereal atmosphere 
Penetrates my brittle bones but 
I will not succumb unto 
Its vise like grip 
The heavy granite silence 
Crashes against blue eardrums 
As I traverse the naked New England landscape 
I am watching my life s lip away 
As if sand through an obscure hourglass 
I will not be smothered by the granuals 
Of emptiness which fall like hard 
Crystals of crushing dread 
Upon my withering carcass 
As I walk on in this vacuum-packed 
Void, wrapped in the chilled cellophane 
Of single sex sterility 
My footsteps echoing for a mill ion 
Surreal miles 
I feel as if I am floating in the 
Stratosphere of barren thoughts 
A leaking, rocking boat without 
A sail 
Slipping slowly 
Into the frigidly gray haze of 
Arctic oblivion 
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UP SO HIGH 

Wind pressing flesh 

Flesh pressing rock 

Roc k pressing rock, 

And I am 

Clinging on 

For dear 1 i fe . 

Finger grips 

And toe grips are 

The only thing holding me there , 

Death is suspended animation. 

There is no fear like 

knowing you're up so high 

If you ever lost your grip 

You'd just keep tumbling 

and tumbling 

and tumbling 

Flesh against rock 

Flesh against rock 

Flesh against rock. 

Abby T~t '79 
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PROSE FOR SAT. NIGHT 

Mannnn, did you cruise thru the Square last night? 

Did you hear that dude 

playin' that heavy electric guitar 

With the amp that kept makin 1 it sound 

Like a whole fuckin 1 band 

And that white girl just leanin' there 

Against the wall like some kinda guard-rail 

Between him and the crowd? 

It was crazy 

I-tell-you 

CRRRRRAAAAAZZZZZEEEEEE 

The crowd kept growin 1 too 

And that dude just kept on 

Playin' that solo to himself 

And the whole fuckin' Universe 

Refusin 1 to show us his face 

For fear it'd break the spell 

That had us convinced he was 

The ghost of Jinmi Hendricks 

Come back to haunt us all ..•.....•..•• 

Abby Te6t '79 
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THE RAPE OF SINBAD-- A FANTASY 

watch darkness smother 
endless ocean murmurings 

As night shades 
All but the polished patch of sea-glass 
In which I 1 i e. 
Joined with the hollow 

the ripples have fashioned about me 
My anxious ears are filled 
With the whisper of hesitant waves 
As they bathe the shore 

Sandpiper. 
and erase the timid prints of a lone 

Imagining the texture of 
Ease my fingers into the 
The soft from the sol id, 

a s 1 i my sna i l I 
loose sand and sift 
noting the pebble 
the jellyfish 
the clam. 

I spread my thighs and accept the foaming juices 
As they swirl first toward, 

then away from, shore. 
am the mother of beginning. 
am the finality of end. 

My breasts are sea shells. 
My spine a length of plankton. 
My mouth an ocean cave with tiny treasures 

Of stolen pearl. 
My song beckons the porpoise and sea horse. 
My anger stirs the ocean floor. 
The drowning sailor begs for mercy 
As I hold fast and force him 
To love me. 

Va.tvu.e. M ht.o 11 ' 7 9 
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TANGLE 

Spectered 
on circumspected grounds 
she airs about 
on light waved hair 
and dines on the funds 
of a secret benefactress 

Her gift .............. . 
is her illusion 
Her desire ...•.....•.... 
an unshaven lover 

She melts the world into 
breezes 
as she serenades 
the trees in 
gentle French 
and walks the night 
on circular leash 

Johanna. Young '80 




